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would say. ** You can't do this, you know, here. You really
can't."
They had thought otherwise, and more often than not they
had.
Naturally enough Edward Albert and his friends discussed
the Home Guard from various points of view. At first very
few people had considered it as an actual fighting foroe.
It was just another unimplemented threat to Hitler. " Let
him come and he'd jolly well see," was the idea. " We'd see
what Jerry would do first and then we'd tackle him/* We
were not like these here Frenchies. And so forth.
Mr Copper's idea was that the job of the Home Guards
was first and foremost to keep order and prevent any guerilla
fighting that might provoke Jerry to reprisals. " Don't give
him an excuse," said Mr Copper. " And when the war is over
you'll be a sort of supplementary police to suppress striken and
mutineers and all that sort of thing. The country's bound to be
in a rotten state."
But Mr Droop held that when the war began to turn at last
against Germany we might send an expeditionary force into
Europe (" God help us ! " said Mr Stannish), and then the
Home Guards would have to defend the country against any
counter-raids. So it ought to be armed and trained as a real
modern fighting force* Apparently that was being done in
some parts of the country, but not in others. There was, said
the authorities, " considerable local autonomy.*' That is to
say, the authorities suffered from the common characteristic of
Homo Tewler the whole world over, an undetermined confusion
of ideas. So long as they behaved with a certain mean dis-
cretion, the particular things they did were of secondary
importance.
Throughout the early months of '41, the Brighthampton
Home Guard was a black-out and curfew Home Guard.
Then came a violent change of policy. Somewhere higher up,
there was positive knowledge that Jeny had carefully worked-
out plans for an experimental raid on the Brighthampton
district* There was to be a try-out in the Cretan fashion with
parachutists and crashed troop carriers. There was to be a

